## Charles Darwin University/Northern Territory Government Partnership Agreement

### Category 1 - Growing Resident Capacity in the Territory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Title</th>
<th>Champion and Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Schedule 1.1 Government University Partnership                                | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Helen Garnett-89466040  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 1.2 Health: Building Capacity in Health Delivery                     | Lesley Barclay-89466974  
Louise Clark  
Mary Morris  
Tess Lea  
Steve Guthridge  |
| Schedule 1.3 Strengthening Scientific Research Capacity in the Energy Territory| Greg Leach-8996520  
Wayne Mollahn-8992304  
David Perry  |
| Schedule 1.4 Supporting the Energy Industry                                    | David Maloney-89995354  
Steve Shanahan-89466233  
John Carroll  |
| Schedule 1.5 Supporting the Transport and Logistics Industry                   | Tony Sinclair-89247136  
Greg Scott  
Frieda De Boer  
Steve Shanahan-89466233  
Gary Shipp  |
| Schedule 1.6 Strengthening ICT Capacity and Building Business                  | Steve Shanahan-89466233  
Les Hodgson-89243837  
Bill Treacy  
Gregory Moo  |
| Schedule 1.7 Developing the Defence Support Industry                           | Gareth James-89995106  
Steve Shanahan-89466233  
Kim Jenkinson  |
| Schedule 2.1 The Territory Workforce: Analysis, Planning and Development       | Ellen Seymour-89994358  
Ian Thynne-89467243  
Eugene Clark  
Mark Hathaway  
Peter Plummer  
Katherine Henderson  
Chris Berryman  |
| Schedule 2.2 Social and Economic Research                                       | Tony Barnes-89466801  
Ian Thynne-89467243  
Tess Lee  |
| Schedule 2.3 Enhancing Teacher Capability in ICTs                               | Brian Devlin-89466158  
Clare Kilgarriff  
Fred Kia  
Kendall  
Barbara White  |
| Schedule 2.4 Evaluation of Domestic Violence Programs                          | Alix Goodwin-89993734  
Gary Robinson-89466893  
Tina Lambert  
Emma Williams  |
| Schedule 2.5 Finding Solutions: The Charles Darwin Symposia                    | Bob Wasson-89466808  
Rachael Shanahan  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 2.6 Achieving Economic and Social Gain from Tropical Knowledge        | Stephen Garnett-89467115  
David Maloney-89995354  
Peter Whitehead  
Larry Bannister  |
| Schedule 2.7 Achieving Economic and Social Gain from Desert Knowledge          | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Elizabet. Ganter-89466040  
Donna Craig-89595256  
Bob Wasson  
Larry Bannister  
Ken Johnson  |
| Schedule 2.8 Strategic Research to inform the Development of Business Enterprise in Tourism | Anthony Ellis-89993828  
Bob Wasson-89466888  
Pascal Trebilco  
Ian Ford  
Sonia Smallacombe  
Claire George  |
| Schedule 3.1 Charles Darwin University                                         | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Helen Garnett-89466040  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 3.2 To Be Announced                                                   | Kerin O'Dea-89228597  |
| Schedule 3.3 Building on Success: The Menzies School of Health Research        | Helen Garnett-89466040  
Kerin O'Dea-89228597  |
| Schedule 3.4 Improving VET Delivery in the Territory                            | Charles Webb-89464665  
Don Zoellner  
Kerin O'Dea-89014904  |
| Schedule 3.5 To Be Announced                                                   | Steve Smith-89466734  |
| Schedule 3.6 International Education: Increasing the NT's International Business Profile | Dennis Meehan-89466335  
Kerry Moin-89014904  
Phil Blumberg  |
| Schedule 4.1 Commercial use of Native Species by Indigenous People             | Peter Whitehead-89466703  
Toni Bowland  
Phil Anning  |
| Schedule 4.2 Improving Indigenous Education Outcomes                           | Katherina Henderson - 885859  
Peter Plummer  
Tess Lee - 89467241  
Anna King  |
| Schedule 4.3 Youth Engagement: Indigenous Music Training                        | Stephen Tyeale-89466931  
Rolf Gerrish-89995170  
Graham Charlewood  
Chris Manners  |
| Schedule 4.4 Indigenous Economic Development Taskforce                         | Dennis Bred-89998819  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 4.5 Graduate Certificate in Community Development                     | Catherine Ederton-89998409  
Mary Morris  
Laurie Rivers  
Ruth Wallace  
Ian Falk  |
| Schedule 4.6 Indigenous Youth Leadership Development Program                   | Laurie Rivers-89998402  
Sonia Smallacombe  
Rebecca Solan  
Richard Sellars  
Felicity Wallace  
Ian Falk  |
| Schedule 4.7 Indigenous Social and Economic Gain from Desert Knowledge         | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Elizabet. Ganter-89466040  
Don Zoellner  
Kerin O'Dea-89014904  |

### Category 2 - Meeting Government Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Title</th>
<th>Champion and Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Schedule 2.1.1 Charles Darwin University                                                                 | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Helen Garnett-89466040  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 2.2 Social and Economic Research                                                                 | Tony Barnes-8946601  
Ian Thynne-89467243  
Tess Lee  |
| Schedule 2.3 Enhancing Teacher Capability in ICTs                                                                 | Brian Devlin-89466158  
Clare Kilgarriff  
Fred Kia  
Kendall  
Barbara White  |
| Schedule 2.4 Evaluation of Domestic Violence Programs                                                                 | Alix Goodwin-89993734  
Gary Robinson-89466893  
Tina Lambert  
Emma Williams  |
| Schedule 2.5 Finding Solutions: The Charles Darwin Symposia                                                                 | Bob Wasson-89466808  
Rachael Shanahan  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 2.6 Achieving Economic and Social Gain from Tropical Knowledge                                                                 | Stephen Garnett-89467115  
David Maloney-89995354  
Peter Whitehead  
Larry Bannister  |
| Schedule 2.7 Achieving Economic and Social Gain from Desert Knowledge                                                                 | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Elizabet. Ganter-89466040  
Donna Craig-89595256  
Bob Wasson  
Larry Bannister  
Ken Johnson  |
| Schedule 2.8 Strategic Research to inform the Development of Business Enterprise in Tourism                                                                 | Anthony Ellis-89993828  
Bob Wasson-89466888  
Pascal Trebilco  
Ian Ford  
Sonia Smallacombe  
Claire George  |
| Schedule 3.1 Charles Darwin University                                                                 | Paul Tyrrell-89997554  
Helen Garnett-89466040  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 3.2 To Be Announced                                                                 | Kerin O'Dea-89228597  |
| Schedule 3.3 Building on Success: The Menzies School of Health Research                                                                 | Helen Garnett-89466040  
Kerin O'Dea-89228597  |
| Schedule 3.4 Improving VET Delivery in the Territory                                                                 | Charles Webb-89464665  
Don Zoellner  
Kerin O'Dea-89014904  |
| Schedule 3.5 To Be Announced                                                                 | Steve Smith-89466734  |
| Schedule 3.6 International Education: Increasing the NT's International Business Profile                                                                 | Dennis Meehan-89466335  
Kerry Moin-89014904  
Phil Blumberg  |
| Schedule 4.1 Commercial use of Native Species by Indigenous People                                                                 | Peter Whitehead-89466703  
Toni Bowland  
Phil Anning  |
| Schedule 4.2 Improving Indigenous Education Outcomes                                                                 | Katherina Henderson - 885859  
Peter Plummer  
Tess Lee - 89467241  
Anna King  |
| Schedule 4.3 Youth Engagement: Indigenous Music Training                                                                 | Stephen Tyeale-89466931  
Rolf Gerrish-89995170  
Graham Charlewood  
Chris Manners  |
| Schedule 4.4 Indigenous Economic Development Taskforce                                                                 | Dennis Bred-89998819  
Partnership Secretariat-89466734  |
| Schedule 4.5 Graduate Certificate in Community Development                                                                 | Catherine Ederton-89998409  
Mary Morris  
Laurie Rivers  
Ruth Wallace  
Ian Falk  |
| Schedule 4.6 Indigenous Youth Leadership Development Program                                                                 | Laurie Rivers-89998402  
Sonia Smallacombe  
Rebecca Solan  
Richard Sellars  
Felicity Wallace  
Ian Falk  |